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Why We Lost the ERA Oct 23 2021 In this work, Jane Mansbridge's fresh insights uncover a significant democratic irony the development of self-defeating, contradictory forces within a democratic movement in the course of its struggle to
promote its version of the common good. Mansbridge's book is absolutely essential reading for anyone interested in
democratic theory and practice.
Journalism, Society and Politics in the Digital Media Era Oct 11 2020 Advances in digital communication have affected
the relationship between society, journalism and politics within different contexts in varied ways and intensities.
This volume, combining interdisciplinary academic and professional perspectives, assesses the impact of the digital
media environment on citizens, journalists and politicians in diverse sociopolitical landscapes. The first part
evaluates the transformative power of media literacy in the digital age and the challenges that journalism pedagogy
encounters in global and fragmented environments. The second part critically examines the methods in which social media
is used by politicians and activists to communicate during political campaigns and social protests. The third part
analyses the impact of digitalization on professional journalism and news consumption strategies. The fourth part
offers a range of case studies that illustrate the significant challenges facing online media regarding the framing and
representation of communities in crisis and shifting contexts. The book is intended to introduce readers to the crucial
dynamic and diverse challenges that affect our societies and communitive practices as a result of the interplay between
digital media and political and societal structures.
Historical Dictionary of the Kennedy-Johnson Era Jan 02 2020 This second edition of Historical Dictionary of the
Kennedy-Johnson Era covers its history through a chronology, an introductory essay, appendixes, and an extensive
bibliography. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about
John F. Kennedy.
The Era of Chinese Multinationals Aug 28 2019 Chinese multinationals have grown in size and increased their global
presence dramatically over the last decade. They have emerged as formidable competitors for western incumbents. These
firms have instigated profound changes, such as displaced trade and investment flows, new business models, and the
emergence of a new geography of global innovation. In a single volume, The Era of Chinese Multinationals captures the
forces driving the disruptive growth of Chinese multinational corporations. Following a presentation of the surge of
Chinese companies, the book turns to corporate characteristics of those firms and how they compare with western
multinationals in terms of revenues, profits, branding, and business strategy. The book uses data and case studies to
depict the relevant issues with the goal of providing insights to global executives on collaborating and competing with
Chinese companies. Covers the Chinese government's expansionist policies and Chinese firms' new role as a global
acquirer of companies Examines common characteristics of Chinese companies and their efforts to make China an
innovation hub Illustrates its analysis with case studies and interviews with corporate executives and experts in
multilateral institutions
Neurotherapeutics in the Era of Translational Medicine Apr 04 2020 For the first time in history, there is now hope
for treating neurological disorders that had previously been considered untreatable. The remarkable confluence of
events that has heralded this is the focus of Neurotherapeutics in the Era of Translational Medicine. This anthology,
written by many of the prominent scientists and researchers in the field of biotechnology, recounts the breathtaking
advances that are revolutionizing treatment for disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, spinal muscular
atrophy, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, myasthenia gravis, migraine, and glioblastoma. The "story behind the
story" of these translational efforts is told, with authors depicting the ups and downs encountered on the path of
their drug discovery and development effort. In parallel with this path, advances in identifying novel biomarkers and
disease models are summarized, as are contemporary issues focusing on clinical trial design, bioethics, innovative
funding strategies, and collaborations between government and academia in an effort to facilitate breakthrough
treatments. The book is written by members of the biotech and pharmaceutical ecosystem for those who belong to it and
aspire to become part of it. Comprehensive review on the progress of translational research in neurotherapeutics for
neurologic disorders Discusses important issues in clinical trials such as design and ethical issues Written for
neuroscientists, neurologists and pharmacologists
Audio-Visual Industries and Diversity Jul 08 2020 This book reflects critically on issues of diversity, access, and
the expansion of digital technologies in audio-visual industries, particularly in terms of economics and policies. It
brings together specialists in cultural diversity and media industries, presenting an international and
interdisciplinary collection of essays that draw from different fields of studies – notably Communication, Economics,
Political Science and Law. Among the topics discussed are: the principle of diversity as a goal of cultural and
communication policies, the assessment of the UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity, free trade agreements and the
conception of cultural goods and services they advance, the challenges faced by the production, circulation and
consumption of cultural content through the Internet, the role algorithms play in the organization and functioning of

online platforms, Netflix and the hegemony of global media. The approach is a critical understanding of audio-visual
diversity, that aims to transcend specific issues like media ownership, ideas portrayed or modes of consumption as
such, to focus on a more balanced distribution of communicative power. This volume is an essential read for scholars
and researchers in Communication Studies, Economy of Culture, International Relations and International Law, as well as
policy makers, journalists specialized in media and culture, and managers of public and private institutions involved
in the development of cultural and communication policies. Postgraduate students will find it a key reference point.
Design and Operation of Production Networks for Mass Personalization in the Era of Cloud Technology May 06 2020 Design
and Operation of Production Networks for Mass Personalization in the Era of Cloud Technology draws on the latest
industry advances to provide everything needed for the effective implementation of this powerful tool. Shorter product
lifecycles have increased pressure on manufacturers through the increasing variety and complexity of production,
challenging their workforce to remain competitive and profitable. This has led to innovation in production network
methodologies, which together with opportunities provided by new digital technologies has fed a rapid evolution of
production engineering that has opened new solutions to the challenges of mass personalization and market uncertainty.
In addition to the latest developments in cloud technology, reference is made to key enabling technologies, including
artificial intelligence, the digital twin, big data analytics, and the internet of things (IoT) to help users integrate
the cloud approach with a fully digitalized production system. Presents diverse cases that show how cloud-based
technologies can be used in different ways as part of the standard operation of global production networks Provides
detailed reviews of new technologies like the digital twin, big data analytics, and blockchain to provide context on
the role of cloud technologies in a fully digitalized system Explores future trends for cloud technology and production
engineering
Higher Education in the Era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution Dec 25 2021 This open access collection examines how
higher education responds to the demands of the automation economy and the fourth industrial revolution. Considering
significant trends in how people are learning, coupled with the ways in which different higher education institutions
and education stakeholders are implementing adaptations, it looks at new programs and technological advances that are
changing how and why we teach and learn. The book addresses trends in liberal arts integration of STEM innovations, the
changing role of libraries in the digital age, global trends in youth mobility, and the development of lifelong
learning programs. This is coupled with case study assessments of the various ways China, Singapore, South Africa and
Costa Rica are preparing their populations for significant shifts in labour market demands – shifts that are already
underway. Offering examples of new frameworks in which collaboration between government, industry, and higher education
institutions can prevent lagging behind in this fast changing environment, this book is a key read for anyone wanting
to understand how the world should respond to the radical technological shifts underway on the frontline of higher
education.
Business Transformations in the Era of Digitalization Aug 21 2021 In order to establish and maintain a successful
company in the digital age, managers are digitally transforming their organizations to include such tools as disruptive
technologies and digital data to improve performance and efficiencies. As these companies continue to adopt digital
technologies to improve their businesses and create new revenues and value-producing opportunities, they must also be
aware of the challenges digitalization can present. Business Transformations in the Era of Digitalization is a
collection of innovative research on the latest trends, business opportunities, and challenges in the digitalization of
businesses. Highlighting a range of topics including business-IT alignment, cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT),
business sustainability, small and medium-sized enterprises, and digital entrepreneurship, this book is ideally
designed for managers, professionals, consultants, entrepreneurs, and researchers.
Governance in the Information Era Jun 26 2019 Policy informatics is addressing governance challenges and their
consequences, which span the seeming inability of governments to solve complex problems and the disaffection of people
from their governments. Policy informatics seeks approaches that enable our governance systems to address increasingly
complex challenges and to meet the rising expectations of people to be full participants in their communities. This
book approaches these challenges by applying a combination of the latest American and European approaches in applying
complex systems modeling, crowdsourcing, participatory platforms and citizen science to explore complex governance
challenges in domains that include education, environment, and health.
Why We Lost the ERA Jan 26 2022 In this work, Jane Mansbridge's fresh insights uncover a significant democratic irony
- the development of self-defeating, contradictory forces within a democratic movement in the course of its struggle to
promote its version of the common good. Mansbridge's book is absolutely essential reading for anyone interested in
democratic theory and practice.
Security and Safety in the Era of Global Risks Mar 28 2022 The concept of risk in global life has not been fully
understood and explored and this book attempts to examine what it entails in the fast changing, interconnected and
complex world. As a foundational component of safety systems, risk has been considered relatively simple, predictable,
and therefore, assessable and manageable phenomenon. Social and political sciences prefer the terminology of security
to capture the dimension of risk which is more complex and more consequential to survival. Risk has become more humanmade and intentional today, and this book explores innovative approaches and engages in theoretical and policy debates
to capture its political and security dimensions.
China and Eurasia Mar 16 2021 This book facilitates exchanges between scholars and researchers from around the world
on China-Eurasia relations. Comparing perspectives and methodologies, it promotes interdisciplinary dialogue on China’s
pivot towards Eurasia, the Belt and Road initiative, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Beijing’s cooperation and
arguments with India, the EU, Western Balkans and South Caucasus states and the Sino-Russian struggle for multipolarity
and multilateralism in Eurasia. It also researches digitalization processes in Eurasia, notably it focuses on China's
Silk Road and Digital Agenda of Eurasian Economic Union. Multipolarity without multilateralism is a dangerous mix.
Great power competitions will remain. In the Asian regional system more multilateral cushions have to be developed.
Scholars from different nations including China, India, Russia, Austria, Armenia, Georgia, United Arab Emirates and
Montenegro introduce their own, independent research, making recommendations on the developments in China-Eurasia
relations, and demonstrating that through joint discussions it is possible to find ways for cooperation and for
ensuring peaceful coexistence. The book will appeal to policymakers and scholars and students in Chinese, Eurasian,
International and Oriental Studies.
Defending Human Rights and Democracy in the Era of Globalization May 30 2022 The era of technology in which we reside
has ushered in a more globalized and connected world. While many benefits are gained from this connectivity, possible
disadvantages to issues of human rights are developed as well. Defending Human Rights and Democracy in the Era of
Globalization is a pivotal resource for the latest research on the effects of a globalized society regarding issues
relating to social ethics and civil rights. Highlighting relevant concepts on political autonomy, migration, and
asylum, this book is ideally designed for academicians, professionals, practitioners, and upper-level students
interested in the ongoing concerns of human rights.
Rethinking Corporate Sustainability in the Era of Climate Crisis Nov 11 2020 This book provides a clear, critical, and

timely analysis of the state of corporate sustainability within the context of the climate crisis. It offers not only a
substantive critique of the current efforts but also clarity about the changes needed and how to implement them. The
book goes beyond the more common debate on shareholder capitalism vs. stakeholder capitalism to explain the
shortcomings of the current approach to sustainability in business, which the author describes as sustainability-asusual. Using strategic design lenses, the author proposes a new model of awakened sustainability, which offers a
transformational shift in corporate sustainability to ensure companies fairly and effectively address the climate
crisis. The book presents the numerous changes needed in the environment in which companies operate to enable awakened
sustainability and how these changes can be realized. Grounded in the scientific community’s calls for urgent action on
climate change, this groundbreaking text provides scholars with an evaluation of current and future trends in corporate
sustainability. It connects the dots between the progress made in the last five decades and the opportunities entailed
in the work on a regenerative and just vision for companies in this decade and beyond.
Media Accountability in the Era of Post-Truth Politics Oct 30 2019 Bringing together both leading international
scholars and emerging academic talent, Media Accountability in the Era of Post-Truth Politics maps the current state of
media accountability in Europe and provides fresh perspectives for future developments in media and communication
fields. As the integrity of the international media landscape is challenged by far-reaching transformations and the
rise of “fake news,” the need for a functional system of media regulation is greater than ever. This book addresses the
pressing need to re-evaluate and redefine the notion of accountability in the fast-changing field of journalism and
“information provision.” Using comparative research and empirical data, the book’s case studies address the notion of
media accountability from various perspectives, considering political and societal change, economic, organisational and
technological factors, and the changing role of media audiences. By collecting and juxtaposing these studies, the book
provides a new discussion for the old question of how we can safeguard free and responsible media in Europe – a
question that seems more urgent than ever. Media Accountability in the Era of Post-Truth Politics is an essential read
for students and researchers in journalism, media and communication studies.
The Arden Research Handbook of Shakespeare and Social Justice Sep 09 2020 The Arden Research Handbook of Shakespeare
and Social Justice is a wide-ranging, authoritative guide to research on Shakespeare and issues of social justice and
arts activism by an international team of leading scholars, directors, arts activists, and educators. Across four
sections it explores the relevance and responsibility of art to the real world ? to the significant teaching and
learning, performance and practice, theory and economies that not only expand the discussion of literature and theatre,
but also open the gates of engagement between the life of the mind and lived experience. The collection draws from
noted scholars, writers and practitioners from around the globe to assert the power of art to question, disrupt and reinvigorate both the ties that bind and the barriers that divide us. A series of interviews with theatre practitioners
and scholars opens the volume, establishing an initial portfolio of areas for research, exploration, and change. In
Section 2 'The Practice of Shakespeare and Social Justice' contributors examine Shakespeare's place and possibilities
in intervening on issues of race, class, gender and sexuality. Section 3 'The Performance of Shakespeare and Social
Justice' traces Shakespeare and social justice in multiple global contexts; engaging productions grounded in the
politics of Mexico, India, South Africa, China and aspects of Asian politics broadly, this section illuminates the
burgeoning field of global production while keeping as a priority the political structures that make advocacy and
resistance possible. The last section on 'Economies of Shakespeare' describes socio-economic and community issues that
come to light in Shakespeare, and their potential to catalyse ongoing discussion and change in respect to wealth,
distribution, equity, and humanity. An annotated bibliography provides further guidance to those researching the
subject.
WeChat and the Chinese Diaspora Mar 04 2020 "WeChat, launched in 2011, has rapidly become the most favoured Chinese
social media. Globally available, equally popular both inside and outside China and widely adopted by Chinese migrants,
WeChat has fundamentally changed the ways in which Mandarin-speaking migrants conduct personal messaging, engage in
group communication and community business activities, produce and distribute news, and access and share information.
This book explores a wide range of issues connected to the ways in which WeChat works and is used, across the world
among the newest members of the Chinese diaspora. Arguing that digital/social media afford a great degree of individual
agency, as well as a collective capacity for sustaining an 'imagined community', the book shows how WeChat's assemblage
of infrastructure and regulatory frameworks, technical capabilities, content and sense of community has led to the
construction of a particular kind of diasporic Chinese world, at a time marked both by China's rise, and anxiety about
Chinese influence in the West"-Water Conservation in the Era of Global Climate Change Feb 24 2022 Water Conservation in the Era of Global Climate
Change reviews key issues surrounding climate change and water resources. The book brings together experts from a
variety of fields and perspectives, providing a comprehensive view on how climate change impacts water resources, how
water pollution impacts climate change, and how to assess potential hazards and success stories on managing and
addressing current issues in the field. Topics also include assessing policy impacts, innovative water reuse
strategies, and information on impacts on fisheries and agriculture including food scarcity. This book is an excellent
tool for researchers and professionals in Climate Change, Climate Services and Water Resources, and those trying to
combat the impacts and issues related to Global and Planetary Change. Covers a wide range of theoretical and practical
issues related to how climate change impacts water resources and adaptation, with extended influence on agriculture,
food and water security, policymaking, etc. Reviews mathematical tools and simulations models on predicting potential
hazards from climate change in such a way they can be useful to readers from a variety of levels of mathematical
expertise Examines the potential impacts on agriculture and drinking water quality Includes case studies of successful
management of water and pollutants that contribute to climate change
Knowledge Management, Trust and Communication in the Era of Social Media Jul 20 2021 The article entitled "Selected
Aspects of Evaluating Knowledge Management Quality in Contemporary Enterprises" broadens the understanding of knowledge
management and estimates select aspects of knowledge management quality evaluations in modern enterprises from
theoretical and practical perspectives. The seventh article aims to present the results of pilot studies on the four
largest Information Communication Technology (ICT) companies' involvement in promoting the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) through social media. Studies examine which communication strategy is used by companies in social media.
The primary purpose of the eighth article is to present the relationship between trust and knowledge sharing, taking
into account the importance of this issue in the efficiency of doing business. The results showed that trust is vital
in sharing knowledge and essential in achieving a high-performance efficiency level. The ninth article presents the
impact of social media on consumer choices in tourism and tourist products' specificity. The study's main purpose was
to indicate the most commonly used social media in selecting a tourist destination and implementing Generation Y's
journey. The 10th article aims to identify the most critical purposes of using social media by responding to women's
attitudes according to age and their respective countries' economic development. The research was done through an
online survey in 2017–2018, followed by an analysis of eight countries' results. The article entitled "Integrated
Question-Answering System for Natural Disaster Domains Based on Social Media Messages Posted at the Time of Disaster"

presents the framework of a question-answering system that was developed using a Twitter dataset containing more than 9
million tweets compiled during the Osaka North Earthquake that occurred on 18 June 2018. The authors also study the
structure of the questions posed and develop methods for classifying them into particular categories to find answers
from the dataset using an ontology, word similarity, keyword frequency, and natural language processing. The book
provides a theoretical and practical background related to trust, knowledge management, and communication in the era of
social media. The editor believes that the collection of articles can be relevant to professionals, researchers, and
students' needs. The authors try to diagnose the situation and show the new challenges and future directions in this
area.
Chinese Politics in the Era of Xi Jinping Feb 12 2021 Renowned for his coverage of China's elite politics and
leadership transitions, veteran Sinologist Willy Lam has produced the first book-length study in English of the rise of
Xi Jinping--General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) since November 2012. With rare insight, Lam
describes Xi's personal history and his fascination with quasi-Maoist values, the factional politics through which he
ascended, the configuration of power of the Fifth-Generation leadership, and the country's likely future directions
under the charismatic "princeling." Despite an undistinguished career as a provincial administrator, Xi has rapidly
amassed more power than his predecessors. He has overawed his rivals and shaken up the party-state hierarchy by
launching large-scale anti-corruption and rectification campaigns. With a strong power base in the People's Liberation
Army and a vision of China as an "awakening lion," Xi has been flexing China's military muscle in sovereignty rows with
countries including Japan, Vietnam, and the Philippines while trying to undermine the influence of the United States in
the Asia-Pacific region. While Xi is still fine-tuning his art of governance, his zero tolerance for dissent and his
preoccupation with upholding the privileges of the "red aristocracy" and the CCP's status as "perennial ruling party"
do not bode well for economic, political, or cultural reforms. Lam takes a close look at Xi's ideological and political
profile and considers how his conservative outlook might shape what the new strongman calls "the Great Renaissance of
the Chinese race."
Data Analytics in the Era of the Industrial Internet of Things Jun 18 2021 This book presents the characteristics and
benefits industrial organizations can reap from the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). These characteristics and
benefits include enhanced competitiveness, increased proactive decision-making, improved creativity and innovation,
augmented job creation, heightened agility to respond to continuously changing challenges, and intensified data-driven
decision making. In a straightforward fashion, the book also helps readers understand complex concepts that are core to
IIoT enterprises, such as Big Data, analytic architecture platforms, machine learning (ML) and data science algorithms,
and the power of visualization to enrich the domains experts’ decision making. The book also guides the reader on how
to think about ways to define new business paradigms that the IIoT facilitates, as well how to increase the probability
of success in managing analytic projects that are the core engine of decision-making in the IIoT enterprise. The book
starts by defining an IIoT enterprise and the framework used to efficiently operate. A description of the concepts of
industrial analytics, which is a major engine for decision making in the IIoT enterprise, is provided. It then
discusses how data and machine learning (ML) play an important role in increasing the competitiveness of industrial
enterprises that operate using the IIoT technology and business concepts. Real world examples of data driven IIoT
enterprises and various business models are presented and a discussion on how the use of ML and data science help
address complex decision-making problems and generate new job opportunities. The book presents in an easy-to-understand
manner how ML algorithms work and operate on data generated in the IIoT enterprise. Useful for any industry
professional interested in advanced industrial software applications, including business managers and professionals
interested in how data analytics can help industries and to develop innovative business solutions, as well as data and
computer scientists who wish to bridge the analytics and computer science fields with the industrial world, and project
managers interested in managing advanced analytic projects.
Strategy Execution and Complexity Dec 13 2020 Almost all organisations today face unprecedented levels of change,
complexity and volatility. Navigating the resultant disruption dynamics is one of the most important stewardship
challenges facing strategic leaders. Getting it right can pay enormous dividends, but getting it wrong can lead to
spectacular failure and the ultimate demise of once admired organisations. To address this threat, strategic leaders
need to better understand how to navigate complexity and volatility and how to execute strategy in this rapidly
changing environment. This book identifies 12 different strategy execution processes used to realise deliberate and
emergent strategies – each illustrated with case studies and essential lessons for strategic leaders. The authors then
discuss the effectiveness of these processes in different types of complex environments, showing how, used in
isolation, each process can, at times, impede performance, sometimes creating survival risks that materialise today or
in the future. The authors show the importance of "ambidexterity" and the need for organisations to balance the pursuit
of internal efficiency and external market flexibility, both of which are essential to thriving in complex
environments. This book provides essential tools for leaders to rethink and reconfigure their strategy execution
practices in light of the significant change surrounding their organisations. The book is based on a 5-year, multistage
study comprehensively reviewing cutting-edge research on strategy execution, reviewing seminal texts on strategy
execution and, through in-depth case study interviews and cross-sectional surveys, identifying contemporary strategy
execution practices of a range of different organisations across industries and sectors.
Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae Jun 06 2020
Capitalism and the Commons Sep 29 2019 Capitalism and the Commons focuses on the political and social perspectives
that commons offer, how they are appropriated or suppressed by capital and state, and how social initiatives and
movements contest these dynamics or build their struggles on commoning. The volume comprises theoretical and empirical
approaches that engage with three main themes: conceptualizing the commons, analyzing practices of commoning, and
exploring commons politics. In their contributions, the authors focus on the development of anti-capitalist commons and
explore the issue of practice and politics through case studies from Colombia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, South
Africa, and Africa more broadly, Austria, Germany and South Korea, ranging from peri-urban and rural agriculture to
urban commons and how they manifest in the Global South as well as in the Global North. The book engages with different
discourses on the commons in regard to their relevance for social change and thereby reinvigorates the political
meaning of the commons. It provides an original and important approach to the topic in terms of conceptualization,
detailing diverse empirical realities, and analyzing potential perspectives. In so doing, the book transcends narrow
disciplinary boundaries and expands the focus to the global. Providing a fresh perspective on the commons as a decisive
component of alternatives, this title will be relevant to scholars and students of resource management, social
movements, and sustainable development more broadly.
Macroeconomic Forecasting in the Era of Big Data Aug 01 2022 This book surveys big data tools used in macroeconomic
forecasting and addresses related econometric issues, including how to capture dynamic relationships among variables;
how to select parsimonious models; how to deal with model uncertainty, instability, non-stationarity, and mixed
frequency data; and how to evaluate forecasts, among others. Each chapter is self-contained with references, and
provides solid background information, while also reviewing the latest advances in the field. Accordingly, the book

offers a valuable resource for researchers, professional forecasters, and students of quantitative economics.
Geopolitics in the Era of Globalisation Jul 28 2019 This book presents an alternative roadmap for a world
characterised by geopolitical uncertainty. The surging expectations about a future world of democratic values and high
economic growth, born out of superpower bonhomie at the end of the Cold War, did not lead to the promised outcomes.
Instead we are faced with deeply destabilising challenges, like climate change, widespread state fragility, terrorism,
arms race, disruptive newer technologies, global economic volatility, and ineffectiveness of multilateral institutions,
old and new. The volume: surveys the intellectual discourse, the attempts to redesign the global institutions, and the
geopolitical trends since the end of the Cold War for an understanding of the contemporary geopolitics, analyses the
characteristics of the contemporary geopolitics, the seeming intractability of the global challenges, and the ongoing
discourse about preventing their further deterioration, foregrounds the Gandhian praxis and IR theory for managing
power transitions anchored in non-violent mobilisation of empowered masses, ensuring institutional resilience, and
illustrates them through ongoing conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, outlines an approach, based on the Gandhian
experience of managing political change, towards conflict, geopolitical uncertainties, and institutional
ineffectiveness for securing a better future globally, including South Asia. Accessibly written, this volume will be
indispensable for foreign policy experts, government think tanks, and career bureaucrats. It will also be essential for
scholars and researchers of international relations, foreign policy, politics, and governance and public policy.
Into the Information Age Jan 14 2021
The Era of the Antichrist Nov 23 2021 The Era of the Antichrist is not just a book. It is a prophecy that is being
fulfilled everyday, corroborated in our daily news, magazines, newspapers, etc. This is not a strange coincidence,
because we live now in the Era of the Antichrist. This is why The Era of the Antichrist is not a regular book, it is a
living book that is happening around us visually and invisibly, it becomes alive in your life, it reveals to you the
mysteries of the self and its link to the Antichrist, secrets and mysteries that have been hidden for thousands of
years and whose understanding is paramount for our souls survival. In short, it makes you aware of the forces within
and without yourself that influence your life. Saint John used in his book of the Apocalypsis precise symbols and
arithmetic ciphers that were Understood only by early Christian Gnostics, both numbers and symbols have been approached
superficially for lack of the experiential Knowledge of God. It is only this rare gift what makes of a man a Gnostic
and gives him what Saint John called - Understanding. This is why he makes sure to specify: Let those who have
Understanding, compute the number of the beast, for it is the name of a man. And his number is 666. Those who have only
the logic, intellectual knowledge to decipher them, have believed Saint Johns numbers to be without more meaning than
the symbolic. This is a capital error - no one is able to understand correctly anything written in the Sealed book of
Saint John, one of the most mysterious manuscripts ever written without the secret numerological code, especially when
we deal with the Antichrist. Without the code used to unveil the mysteries, its literally impossible to discover his
true identity or to know why does he have so much power over human beings. Many have made superficial conclusions about
the identity of the Antichrist, some of the most popular were based on the misinterpretation of a prophecy of
Nostradamus, others have been overtly based on social preferences or fears, i.e. Hitler, Gorbachev, Saddam Hussein, any
of the Popes, etc. Meanwhile, the true identity of the Antichrist remained unknown and well protected behind the wall
built around him by all these wild theories about his identity. As I said before, the early Christian Gnostics used
specific systems of numbers and symbols to protect from malice or distortion of truth the High Mysteries of
Christianity and to communicate them to each other without endangering their purity, as only those possessing the
secret code could disclose them. They were forced to do this, not only to protect the purity of the Christ Mystery, but
also the knowledge they had of other mysteries who concerned the adversary forces, the ones whose role is to oppose the
Christ on earth. One of these mysteries, maybe the most feared of all, is the mystery of the number 666, the number of
the adversary of the Christ, the satanic beast who is supposed to reign on the earth as the false Messiah; his
identity, is also the most misinterpreted identity of history. Well, that is not the case anymore, The Era of the
Antichrist reveals his true identity. Oddly enough - because we must be very near to the time when he is going to
reveal himself - his followers are willingly corroborating the information given in this book, by acknowledging that
they have been working for this end for hundreds and thousands of years and by talking openly, for the first time in
history about their preparation for his coming and the great benefits that the world is going to receive by having
someone like him change things on earth, etc. Our Savior in the course of His instructions to the apostles about the
coming of His adversary, gave them special signs to watch for that would signal the end of times, but no date. To that
I adhere myself, because if He Who Is the Beginning and the End gave only the signs, and no specific time, is because
of a perfect understanding of things. So, I follow His direction, observe the signs and put the action to communicate
them to others. Like it or not, most of the signs have already been fulfilled this may be pleasant or unpleasant to
hear, but in these times Truth, more than ever, is a life saver being handed to you, which may help you to survive. So
I exhort those who have ears to hear and who want to be part of His Kingdom to inform themselves correctly about the
true identity of the adversary of the Christ; because he will deceive many, even the elect if that were possible as Our
Lord Jesus Himself said. The Era of the Antichrist uses the secret numerological code used by Valentinus a disciple of
Saint John to unveil the identity of the dreaded beast of the Apocalypsis. The only correct computation and conclusions
that I have knowledge of, were made by Rudolph Steiner, and G.R. Mead, and both had a different aspect than the one
presented in The Era of the Antichrist because the time of the Antichrist was not due yet. But now, the time is ripe
and the breaking of the seals of mystery of the Apocalypse is possible. It is now also possible to offer a book like
this to the general public because there are technological mediums that allow us to communicate in ways that before
were not possible. Book distribution, for instance, was before controlled by big publishing houses, which would
probably have stopped most books containing a subject such as this if it was accurate and true - from reaching the
public. The big difference between The Era of the Antichrist and other books in which there are diverse intellectual
theories given about the mystery of the Antichrist is that The Era of the Antichrist does not theorize, or uses a
modern system of numerology; it computes as Saint John directed us to do. It unveils the identity of the Antichrist,
not by intellectual conclusions, but by disclosing its mystery with, if not the same numerical code that Saint John
used, a code one of his disciples used, and which was in use in 96 AD, the time when Saint John wrote his document. The
Era of the Antichrist is a book for our era, a book of spiritual survival. The correct Understanding of this matter is
vital for the souls of every living being. As vital as to know what to do when a killer hurricane is coming. If you
have a hurricane preparedness pamphlet and you follow its instructions chances are that you will be able to survive the
hurricane. Please use it well.
Religion in the Era of Postsecularism Aug 09 2020 Exploring the viability of new perspectives on secularisation and
the idea of postsecularism, this book reflects on their relevance when considered in the context of different societies
within and outside the West. The topic of secularisation has been recently reconsidered by prominent theorists, such as
Jürgen Habermas, Talal Asad, Charles Taylor, and José Casanova. Offering a comparative critique of postsecularism, the
contributors extend the discourse on postsecularism to include non-Western experiences, providing comprehensive
perspectives on the role of religion in the public sphere and considering the validity of the concept of

postsecularism. Drawn from a variety of disciplines, the contributors articulate a coherent analysis of the role of
religion in the public sphere from a perspective that engages in the envisaged dialogue. This insightful book will be
important for those researching secularism and postsecularism, especially from a non-Western perspective, and it will
also be of interest to scholars working on politics and religion in general, political philosophy, and African studies.
Sexual Bargaining in the Digital Era May 18 2021 Sexual Bargaining in the Digital Era follows the evolution of
genders/sexualities and so on away from their Old Normal (ON) pattern, which prevailed during the Agricultural Age and
the Industrial Age, and into the New Normal (NN) pattern which is currently surfacing in concert with an emerging
Digital Era. ON was based on the ancient traditional script governing how women, men, children ought to behave within
the spheres of genders/marriages/families/relationships/sexualities. Over the centuries, ON eventually modified into
the familiar 1950s’ style (nuclear) patriarchal, cisgender, husband/wife/with children and family. And now that style
itself is fading away into NN. NN is based not on script but on improvisation—it is essentially a continual work-inprogress. To make it function the partners engage in ongoing negotiation governed by the principle that “everything is
negotiable except the principle that everything is negotiable.” NN has thus far been pursued most frequently by persons
(New Lights) who are educated and relatively advantaged. ON has been pursued mostly by persons (Old Lights) who are
less educated and relatively less advantaged. ON is also strongly embraced by persons of a traditional religious
bent—persons who tend to be rigid and unbending in their religious views. Currently, they tend to be extremely rightwing evangelicals and extremely right-wing Catholics. Importantly, their political clout far exceeds their relatively
modest numbers within the larger population. In brief, the shift from ON to NN is a move away from the sanctity of a
particular structure to the primacy of persons engaged in ongoing processes of inventing (and reinventing) certain
arrangements of genders/marriages/families/relationships/sexualities, enabling them to fulfil their needs for primary
(intrinsic/emotional) satisfactions such as liking, loving, empathy, companionship, sexual and so forth. Among other
things, this shift replaces the preeminence of the historic binary or cisgender approach—heterosexual, legal, children
and so on—in favor of the diversity/variety/multiplicity approach which incorporates under one conceptual umbrella all
persons of whatever genders, sexualities and so on. All persons are thus engaged in a common struggle to achieve
personal satisfactions as well as contribute to the Greater Good.
The Indonesian Economy in Transition Apr 16 2021 By any indicator, Indonesia, the fourth most populous nation on
earth, is a development success story. Yet 20 years after a deep economic and political crisis, it is still in some
respects an economy in transition. The country recovered from the 1997–98 crisis and navigated the path from
authoritarian to democratic rule surprisingly quickly and smoothly. It survived the 2008–09 global financial crisis and
the end of the China-driven commodity super boom in 2014 with little difficulty. It is now embarking on its fifth round
of credible national elections in the democratic era. It is in the process of graduating to the upper middle-income
ranks. But, as the 25 contributors to this comprehensive and compelling volume document, Indonesia also faces many
daunting challenges — how to achieve faster economic growth along with more attention to environment sustainability,
how to achieve more equitable development outcomes, how to develop and nurture stronger institutional foundations, and
much else. “This is a timely and much-needed book. There are very few recent books on Indonesia with such a
comprehensive analysis of not just mainstream economic policies, but also most importantly the key issues of human
capital, inequality, social welfare, labour, food security and natural resource management. This book will not only be
crucial for policy discourse but for all stakeholders who care about Indonesia making the transition not only to a highincome economy, but an inclusive one.” — Mari Pangestu, Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Indonesia “The
Indonesian Economy in Transition: Policy Challenges in the Jokowi Era and Beyond is one of the most important books
that discusses the Indonesian economy post–Asian Financial Crisis. A must-read for anyone who wants to understand
contemporary Indonesian economy.” — M. Chatib Basri, former Minister of Finance of Indonesia
Theatre Pedagogy in the Era of Climate Crisis Dec 01 2019 This volume explores whether theatre pedagogy can and should
be transformed in response to the global climate crisis. Conrad Alexandrowicz and David Fancy present an innovative reimagining of the ways in which the art of theatre, and the pedagogical apparatus that feeds and supports it, might
contribute to global efforts in climate protest and action. Comprised of contributions from a broad range of scholars
and practitioners, the volume explores whether an adherence to aesthetic values can be preserved when art is
instrumentalized as protest and considers theatre as a tool to be employed by the School Strike for Climate movement.
Considering perspectives from areas including performance, directing, production, design, theory and history, this book
will prompt vital discussions which could transform curricular design and implementation in the light of the climate
crisis. Theatre Pedagogy in the Era of Climate Crisis will be of great interest to students, scholars and practitioners
of climate change and theatre and performance studies.
Information Visualization in the Era of Innovative Journalism Nov 04 2022 Information Visualization in the Era of
Innovative Journalism brings together over 30 authors from countries around the world to synthesize how recent
technological innovations have impacted the development, practice and consumption of contemporary journalism. As
technology rapidly progresses, shifts, and innovates, there have been immense changes in the way we communicate. This
book collects research from around the world that takes an in-depth look at the primary transformations related to
journalistic innovation in recent times. High-profile contributors provide cutting-edge scholarship on innovation in
journalism as it relates to emergent topics such as virtual reality, podcasting, multimedia infographics, social media,
mobile storytelling and others. The book pays special attention to the development of information visualization and the
ability of recent innovations to meet audience needs and desires. Students and scholars studying contemporary
journalism history and practice will find this a vital and up-to-date resource, as well as those studying communication
technology as it relates to marketing, PR or mass media broadly.
People Analytics in the Era of Big Data Sep 02 2022 Apply predictive analytics throughout all stages of workforce
management People Analytics in the Era of Big Data provides a blueprint for leveraging your talent pool through the use
of data analytics. Written by the Global Vice President of Business Intelligence and Predictive Analytics at Monster
Worldwide, this book is packed full of actionable insights to help you source, recruit, acquire, engage, retain,
promote, and manage the exceptional talent your organization needs. With a unique approach that applies analytics to
every stage of the hiring process and the entire workforce planning and management cycle, this informative guide
provides the key perspective that brings analytics into HR in a truly useful way. You're already inundated with
disparate employee data, so why not mine that data for insights that add value to your organization and strengthen your
workforce? This book presents a practical framework for real-world talent analytics, backed by groundbreaking examples
of workforce analytics in action across the U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia, and Australia. Leverage predictive analytics
throughout the hiring process Utilize analytics techniques for more effective workforce management Learn how people
analytics benefits organizations of all sizes in various industries Integrate analytics into HR practices seamlessly
and thoroughly Corporate executives need fact-based insights into what will happen with their talent. Who should you
hire? Who should you promote? Who are the top or bottom performers, and why? Who is at risk to quit, and why? Analytics
can provide these answers, and give you insights based on quantifiable data instead of gut feeling and subjective
assessment. People Analytics in the Era of Big Data is the essential guide to optimizing your workforce with the tools

already at your disposal.
The Era of Choice Oct 03 2022 How today's cornucopia of choices has transformed our lives and our culture, from the
foundations of scientific theory to the anxiety of everyday decisions. Today most of us are awash with choices. The
cornucopia of material goods available to those of us in the developed world can turn each of us into a kid in a candy
store; but our delight at picking the prize is undercut by our regret at lost opportunities. And what's the criterion
for choosing anything—material, spiritual, the path taken or not taken—when we have lost our faith in everything? In
The Era of Choice Edward Rosenthal argues that choice, and having to make choices, has become the most important
influence in both our personal lives and our cultural expression. Choice, he claims, has transformed how we live, how
we think, and who we are. This transformation began in the nineteenth century, catalyzed by the growing prosperity of
the Industrial Age and a diminishing faith in moral and scientific absolutes. The multiplicity of choices forces us to
form oppositions; this, says Rosenthal, has spawned a keen interest in dualism, dilemmas, contradictions, and
paradoxes. In response, we have developed mechanisms to hedge, compromise, and to synthesize. Rosenthal looks at the
scientific and philosophical theories and cultural movements that choice has influenced—from physics (for example,
Niels Bohr's theory that light is both particle and wave) to postmodernism, from Disney trailers to multiculturalism.
He also reveals the effect of choice on the personal level, where we grapple with decisions that range from which wine
to have with dinner to whether to marry or divorce, as we hurtle through lives of instant gratification, accelerated
consumption, trend, change, and speed. But we have discovered, writes Rosenthal, that sometimes, we can have our cake
and eat it, too.
Investing in the Era of Climate Change Jun 30 2022 A climate catastrophe can be avoided, but only with a rapid and
sustained investment in companies and projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. To the surprise of many, this has
already begun. Investors are abandoning fossil-fuel companies and other polluting industries and financing businesses
offering climate solutions. Rising risks, evolving social norms, government policies, and technological innovation are
all accelerating this movement of capital. Bruce Usher offers an indispensable guide to the risks and opportunities for
investors as the world faces climate change. He explores the role that investment plays in reducing emissions to net
zero by 2050, detailing how to finance the winners and avoid the losers in a transforming global economy. Usher argues
that careful examination of climate solutions will offer investors a new and necessary lens on the future for their own
financial benefit and for the greater good. Companies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions will create great wealth,
and, more importantly, they will provide a lifeline for humanity. Grounded in academic and industry research, Usher’s
insights bring clarity to a complex and controversial topic while illuminating the people behind the numbers. This book
sets out a practical and actionable plan for investors that will alter the course of climate change.
Equal Means Equal Feb 01 2020 When the Equal Rights Amendment was first passed by Congress in 1972, Richard Nixon was
president and All in the Family’s Archie Bunker was telling his feisty wife Edith to stifle it. Over the course of the
next ten years, an initial wave of enthusiasm led to ratification of the ERA by thirty-five states, just three short of
the thirty-eight states needed by the 1982 deadline. Many of the arguments against the ERA that historically stood in
the way of ratification have gone the way of bouffant hairdos and Bobby Riggs, and a new Coalition for the ERA was
recently set up to bring the experience and wisdom of old-guard activists together with the energy and social media
skills of a new-guard generation of women. In a series of short, accessible chapters looking at several key areas of
sex discrimination recognized by the Supreme Court, Equal Means Equal tells the story of the legal cases that inform
the need for an ERA, along with contemporary cases in which women’s rights are compromised without the protection of an
ERA. Covering topics ranging from pay equity and pregnancy discrimination to violence against women, Equal Means Equal
makes abundantly clear that an ERA will improve the lives of real women living in America.
The United States and Germany in the Era of the Cold War, 1945-1990 Apr 28 2022 Publisher Description
The Era of Private Peacemakers Sep 21 2021 The field of peacemaking is in turbulent change. There are more peacemaking
actors than before but fewer success stories, and an increasing number of violent conflicts tend to resist negotiated
agreements. Tools and practices created for traditional inter- and intra-state conflicts have become ineffective and
revision of old mediation practices is called for. This book examines how the private peacemaking organisations have
faced this challenge. In the 21st century, private peacemakers have become a central part of peace diplomacy and have
appeared as flexible actors whose innovative thinking paves the way for reconsidering and reinventing old practices of
mediation. Instead of emphasizing the act of resolution, a new emphasis is given to the transformation of violence into
a peace system, the complexity of conflict and the inadequateness of rational management. Furthermore, this shift has
brought civic society actors from the field of reconciliation to the field of peace mediation. This new pragmatic
approach under development can be called dialogic mediation.
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